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We report the first Ho3 doped waveguide laser, which was realized by femtosecond direct-writing of a depressed
cladding structure into ZBLAN glass. Tm3 sensitizing allows the 9 mm long Ho3 gain medium to be conveniently
pumped at 790 nm, achieving an optical-to-optical slope efficiency of 20% and a threshold of 20 mW. The potentially widely tunable laser produces up to 76 mW at 2052 nm and also operates at shorter wavelengths near 1880 nm
and 1978 nm for certain cavity configurations. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 140.3580, 130.2755.

The ready availability of compact, efficient, and low-cost
lasers operating in the short IR spectral region around 2
μm is critical to many applications such as laser ranging,
coherent LIDAR, trace gas spectroscopy, and testing of
IR defense systems.
While thulium (Tm) and holmium (Ho) fiber [1] and
solid-state lasers [2,3] are established in this spectral
region, there has been limited work to date on Tm waveguide (WG) lasers [4,5,6] and no reported Ho WG lasers
(to the best of our knowledge). The attractive features
of WG lasers include an inherently small foot-print, the
confinement and beam-quality characteristic of a single
transverse mode fiber laser, and high efficiency with a
low laser threshold [7].
Direct writing of WGs in glass enables the rapid and
reproducible fabrication of the WG structures required
to create lasers in bulk glasses and crystals [8,9]. The ultrafast direct-write process uses focused femtosecond
(fs) laser pulses to induce a highly localized and permanent refractive index change in dielectric media.
Typically fs direct-writing in ZBLAN glass (ZrF4 -BaF2 LaF3 -AlF3 -NaF) results in a reduced refractive index,
thus allowing us to write a depressed cladding WG structure. This structure allows enhanced mode discrimination due to the differential confinement losses of the
fundamental and higher-order leaky modes [10].
We recently reported the highest power (48 mW at
1.89 μm—pump power limited) and most efficient glass
WG laser at a wavelength >1.6 μm [6]. We report here a
new study pursuing wavelengths beyond 2 micrometers
utilizing a rare-earth Tm, Ho co-doped waveguide. We
demonstrate the potentially widely tunable WG laser
operating on either the Tm (1.89 μm) or Ho (2.05 μm)
transition, and improved mechanical integrity of the
waveguide laser, the latter viewed as being critical for
future power scaling of this class of device.
For efficient operation of Ho-doped gain materials,
in-band pumping at ∼1.94 μm is the dominant technique; however the lack of low-cost diode or fiber laser
pump sources is a shortcoming to this approach. By
co-doping with Tm as a sensitizer, the well known Tm
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cross-relaxation process can be exploited to improve efficiency, and the laser can be pumped by readily available
790 nm diode lasers. A further benefit of Tm, Ho doped
glass lasers is the wide tunability possible, with up to
280 nm reported from a Tm, Ho silica fiber laser [11].
For this WG laser demonstration, a 50 g block of Ho3 ,
Tm3 : ZBLAN (0.22 mol% HoF3 and 1.96 mol% TmF3 )
was fabricated in-house and diced into rectangular sections (9 mm long, 8 mm wide, and 2.7 mm high), where
the top and bottom surfaces were polished to optical
grade. The Tm concentration and dopant ratio was chosen based on spectroscopic analysis of Tm, Ho co-doped
glasses [12], and was consistent with the Tm, Ho ratio
reported for a ZBLAN fiber laser in [13].
15 WGs were written into the doped glass with core
diameters from 15 to 45 μm using an ultrafast Ti:sapphire
laser oscillator [6]. After WG writing, the end faces were
polished back by ~250 μm to reveal the WG ends. A microscope image of the polished end face with 2 WGs is depicted in Fig. 1, with the inset showing a transmission
differential interference contrast image taken from the
top. Each WG is defined by 24 partially overlapping
direct-written longitudinal channels to create a “W ”
refractive index profile, with a measured cladding Δn

Fig. 1. (Color online) End-on microscope image of the directwrite WG structures in Ho, Tm:ZBLAN, which are made up of 24
partially overlapping modifications. The WGs are located
300 μm below the surface. The inset is a top view of the WG
structure.
© 2012 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Measured absorption spectrum of the
0.22 mol% HoF3 and 1.96 mol% TmF3 doped ZBLAN glass.

of −0.0016  0.0003, compared to the bulk glass and the
unmodified core, and a cladding width of ~32 μm. In the
previous work [6] stress fractures were apparent and
occurred during the writing process. By increasing the
spacing between adjacent WGs from 150 μm to 450 μm,
and increasing the depth from 150 μm to 300 μm,
we have produced multipass WGs with no evidence of
fractures (which could have led to failure). To estimate
the pump and laser ground state absorption the measured absorption of a polished Ho, Tm:ZBLAN sample
is shown in Fig. 2 (CARY 5000 spectrophotometer).
Figure 3 details the setup we used to conduct the WG
laser characterization. A CW Ti:sapphire laser tuned to
790 nm (α  5.4 dB∕cm) was focused into the uncoated
WG slab using a f  50 mm lens giving a spot size of
∼29 μm. We subsequently found that the 24 μm diameter
WG performed best for this pump focusing condition,
and it was thus used throughout this work. Flat dielectric
coated cavity mirrors were butted up to either end of the
slab, where the input coupler was highly transmitting at
790 nm, and highly reflecting from 1.8 to 2.1 μm. Several
output couplers (OCs) were tried. To isolate the
Ti:sapphire laser from feedback an optical isolator was
used (22 dB of isolation). To further reduce feedback
to the pump laser, and to quantify the unabsorbed pump
light, a λ∕4 plate converted the incident light on the WG
to circular polarization and the unabsorbed counter propagating pump-beam was in turn converted to a vertical
linear polarization and directed out of the beam path via
a polarizer onto a power meter.
The spectral [Fig. 4] and power [Fig. 5] characteristics
of the Ho, Tm:ZBLAN laser were found to be dependent
on the OC used. When the R  77% OC was used, the

Fig. 3. The experimental configuration used to characterize
the Tm3 sensitized Ho3 : ZBLAN laser.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Spectral characteristics of the Ho,
Tm: ZBLAN laser for two resonator OCs (a) R  77%,
(b) R  95%. Figure 4(b) (inset) is the uncollimated output
from the Ho, Tm:ZBLAN laser operating at 2052 nm (note
the WG writing direction was from the top of the image).

laser operated on random lines between ∼1880 nm
and ∼2000 nm (alignment dependent), coinciding with
the broad Tm fluoresence, as shown in Fig. 4(a) (Yokogawa AQ6375 OSA). The absorbed-power slope efficiency [Fig. 5] was up to 29% (where the absorbed
power was calculated by measuring the depleted pump
power), with the thulium ions reaching laser threshold
at 145 mW absorbed pump power. The R  77% OC
was the only OC being highly reflective at 790 nm and
thus double-passing the pump, resulting in a more uniform population inversion.
When the 95% and 98% OCs were used, the laser operated at ∼2052 nm [see Fig. 4(b)], which is near the peak
of the Ho3 fluorescence emission [12]. For this low OC
cavity the Ho transition reaches threshold first (20 mW)
and dominates as a high Ho population inversion is
achieved due to efficient energy transfer from the higher
dopant density Tm ions (∼9×). The operation of this
waveguide laser on either Tm or Ho transitions is consistent with the demonstrated wide tunability of a Tm,Ho
co-doped silica fiber laser [11].
The absorbed-power slope efficiencies for these OCs
are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the 95% OC provided the best performance with 20% slope efficiency and
20 mW threshold (incident slope efficiency was 12%). The
98% OC slope efficiency was lower at 15% until an absorbed power of 250 mW was reached; at pump power
>250 mW the efficiency is reduced, which is likely due
to increased losses from a combination of energy transfer
upconversion and excited-state absorption.
While a slope efficiency of 20% is reasonable for a WG
laser, it is lower than the efficiency achieved in our recent report of a 50% slope efficiency Tm:ZBLAN WG laser, and the 36% reported from a Ho, Tm:ZBLAN fiber
laser [13]. The lower efficiency is consistent with the unoptimized and lossy cavity used here composed of the
uncoated WG ends with mirrors butted up, and a low
output coupling of 5%. For a cavity round trip the four
Fresnel intracavity reflections are estimated to add up
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Monolithic narrow linewidth operation of these WGs will
require a waveguide-Bragg grating structure to realize a
distributed feedback laser architecture [15].
To enhance the laser efficiency we are investigating
the feasibility of directly coating dielectric mirrors to
the ends of the WG chip, which may also improve the
beam quality. In addition we expect to improve the overall device efficiency by optimizing the length of the gain
medium and by double-passing the pump light using an
optimized OC.
In conclusion we report the first Ho WG laser. The laser emits 76 mW at a wavelength of 2052 nm and has a
∼20% optical-to-optical slope efficiency.
Fig. 5. (Color online) Slope efficiencies for the Ho, Tm:ZBLAN
WG laser for a range of resonator OC mirrors.

to ∼15%. However due to the collinear geometry, these
reflections still substantially contribute to the laser
mode-field subject to scattering due to surface imperfections and polishing defects on the end-faces.
The beam quality of the laser was measured using a
Spiricon Pyrocam camera. A single transverse mode was
observed, with a measured M  1.6  0.2. A near-field
image of the uncollimated beam is shown in Fig. 4(b)
(inset). A high spatial frequency intensity modulation
is present in the mode-field, which is more apparent close
to the surface of the slab (i.e., the writing direction) and
is most likely responsible for the nondiffraction limited
beam quality. This artifact may be due to spatial etalon
effects from the uncoated WG ends, stress-induced refractive index variations in the WG cladding region, or
a nonuniform cladding refractive index. Cavity improvements discussed in a following paragraph should provide
more insight into this issue.
It is useful at this point to compare the Ho WG laser
with other reported Ho-doped compact lasers. These include a gain-guided microchip laser and a fiber laser. A
Tm, Ho:YLF microchip laser (L  2.5 mm) operating
near 2.1 μm is described in [2]. This laser employed a
792 nm pump laser to define the laser mode, threshold
power of 0.4 W, and output power of ∼1 W (beam quality
not reported). Wu et al. [14] reported a FBG stabilized
single-frequency Ho-doped germanate fiber laser producing up to 60 mW of power with in-band pumping of the
L  2 cm gain medium (threshold and slope-efficiency
not stated). Our WG geometry has a 20× lower threshold
than the microchip laser and intrinsically high beam
quality. Compared to the fiber laser a WG laser is a more
flexible geometry, and can be conveniently packaged.
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